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Oroko NC English Latin Comment 
bobenyu   14/6 cola nut tree Cola acuminata (inf. var. bobe; inf. var. bobeu) (ɗibenyu) 
boɗoɗo 4/6 yellow tree, found in bush, used as medicine 

for yellow fever  
Enantia clorata  

bofaɗo 14/6 tree whose bark produces a wax used to start 
fires; produces a fruit like small plums; also 
used for soft lumber Syn: bombɛɗɛ.  u  

  

fɔfɔ pawpaw Carica papaya  
bofɔ 14/6  Puga oleosa  
eboaboa  Baphia nitida  
koko cocoa Theobroma cacao  
bokako 14/6 tree whose wood is chewed on to clean 

teeth, mu  
  

bokinda 14/6 tree whose dark brown, app. 2-in. seeds are 
cut open and used for juju rattles and timber) 

   (der. of kinda) llcr: bonjanja.  mu 

bokombo 14/6 tree with leaves that look like umbrellas; 
produces a soft edible fruitlike pod that has 
no seeds   

  

bokombo 14/6 tree that produces kombo spice llcr: 
kombo2.  l 1:mu  

  

bokomea 14/6 tree with brown nuts, edible when cracked  l   
bokɔmɛ 14/6 shade tree with rough brownish-yellow bark; 

can be used for softwood lumber; protects 
houses from wind and maintains fertility of 
soil   mu  

  

bombaba 14/6 tree with long hard seed pods and edible 
seeds that are ground up like egusi  mu  

Tetrapleura 
tetraptera [?] 

 

bombɛɗɛ 14/6 tree whose bark produces a wax used to start 
fires; produces a fruit like small plums; also 

 Syn: bofaɗo2 
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used for soft lumber.  m  

bonjabe 14/6 tigerwood tree, a hardwood tree that 
produces a fruit called njabe, used to 
produce oil for medicine; scarce  mu  

  

bonjangasanga 14/6 njangasanga tree: produces a small, 
yellowish, edible fruit used as a spice in 
cooking  m  

   (inf. var. bonjasanga) (der. of njangasanga) 

bonjanja 14/6 tree whose seeds are cut twice, and both 
ends used for juju rattles; smaller seeds than 
bokinda; can be used for timber llcr: 
bokinda.  mu  

Apocarpum electrum  

boŋasaɗi  14/6 citrus tree (orange, lime, grapefruit, 
mandarin, tangerine, lemon, shadoff, etc.)  
mu  

 (der. of ŋasaɗi) 

bosaka 14/6 tall, wide tree with small leaves that gives 
general shade; soft lumber used for roofing 
and firewood  mu  

  

bosɔ  14/6 plum tree  mu   (der. of ɗisɔ1) 
botumbuɗu 14/6 tree with hollow trunk which resonates like a 

gong when struck with a hard object  l  
  

boyɛmbɛ 14/6 tree producing pods containing kaso-sized 
nuts ( eyɛmbɛ ) which are boiled llcr: 
eyɛmbɛ2.  lmu  

   (inf. var. wɛmbɛ) (der. of eyɛmbɛ2) 

boyoa 14/6 camwood tree (hardwood timber, covered 
with yellow flowers when it blooms)  lmu  

   (inf. var. boa) (der. of iyoa) 

buma 14/6 buma tree, large softwood tree which 
produces cotton used for pillow stuffing  mu 

  

ɗitutu raffia, raffia palm Syn: ɗikɔ2, moɗomba 2, 
moka, so1.  Snou  

  

eɗende 7/8 oil palm Syn: mɔsɔ, ɗia, mbia1 2, moɗɛndɛ.  
u 1:m 2:m 3:k  

  

ekambe 7/8 tree whose bark is removed and pounded Turranthus africanus  
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and thrown into a stream to kill fish 

ewiɗi 7/8 raffia palm leaf stalks used in making 
furniture, pidgin: bamboo  

 Syn: ibaɗo.  m 

ibaɗo 19/11 raffia palm leaf stalks used in making 
furniture, pidgin: bamboo  

 Syn: ewiɗi.  l 

ikeba 19/11 small, wild fruitless tree that is difficult to 
pull, grows near paths  m  

  

iyoa 19 camwood  lmu der. boyoa    
kanja 9/10 whitewood tree  mu    
mbia 9/10 oil palm nut Syn: mowanga2 2.   2)  oil palm Syn: eɗende 
mbondofondo 9/10m tree used for supports in thatch houses  mu  Trombosia 

grandifolia 
 

moɗɛndɛ 3/4 mo/me  oil palm Syn: eɗende 3, mɔsɔ, ɗia, 
mbia1 2.  iu  

  

nyam nyam 1b/2 raffia Syn: ɗikɔ2, ɗitutu, moka, so1.  
mofondo 

 tall oil palm; above the height that can be reached by 
ladder to harvest (same species as ɗia)  mu  

mosɔ1 3/4 palm tree - for wine or oil  mu    
mɔsɔ 3/4 oil palm Syn: eɗende 3, ɗia, mbia1 2, 

moɗɛndɛ.  o  
  

ngbakpa 9/10 mahogany tree  m    
ngomboti 9/10 iroko tree  m    
njabe 9/10 tigerwood   mu   ekuka ja njabe a plank of tigerwood 
sango2 9/10 raffia palm seed  m    
so raffia   Syn: ɗikɔ2, ɗitutu, moɗomba 2, moka.  u 
wɛsɛ 14/6 monkey kola  m  Cola lipidotia   (der. of ŋɛsɛ) 
winjo 14/6 hardwood tree used for house building  m Combridendron 

africanum 
 

 


